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SCRS Quick Tips: Scheduling for Optimal Work in Progress
Nothing is more frustrating for scheduling than having every car come in on a 
Monday. In this Quick Tip session, Mike and Danny talk through scheduling practices 
that collision repairers have successfully utilized for a more balanced flow of work 
through the shop. The conversation talks about effective ways to stagger drop offs and 
implement key approaches to a more consistent schedule. From online scheduling that 
allows customers to make appointments based on your availability, to backfilling and 
incentivizing end of week drop offs earlier in your week; there are a lot of ways to find 
scheduling improvement. 

Do you currently schedule by dollars? Mike and Danny explore the benefits of 
prioritizing hours – or more importantly – the optimal work in process (WIP). Want 
to know how to define your optimal WIP? Mike walks you through the calculations as 
well. Watch it, like it, subscribe, and please be encouraged to pass along to others in 
the industry.

continued on page 2

SCRS Quick Tips: Separating Scan Time from Diagnostic Time
In this Quick Tip, Mike and Danny talk about the importance of separately itemizing the 
labor for performing scans vs. other diagnostic work. Scanning is simply the connecting 
of the scan tool into the OBD-II port to retrieve information. This is separate from other 
procedures necessary to correctly and safely identify and address a vehicle’s electronic 
system faults. Things like prepping the vehicle for a scan, battery support, researching, 
verifying and documenting manufacturers data, diagnosing fault causes, calibrations and 
more art considered additional operations and not including in the scanning operation. 

Estimating systems handle scan labor differently, so it is important to understand how 
your specific estimating platform addressees the scan, despite the fact that all three 
information providers identify that anything related to diagnostic of research time is not 
included. After you watch the video, give it a like and be encouraged to pass along to 
others in the industry.

https://www.youtube.com/user/SCRSCollision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lizlSKgfOO0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5-wxiagpZk


SCRS Quick Tips: Water Leak Test for Quality Control
Safe and proper repairs are a result of thorough quality control processes in the shop. 
One of the tests that needs to be performed at the completion of the repair is to ensure 
that there are no water leaks as a result of replacing glass, replacing panels like doors, 
deck lids, or lamps, or even after repairing or adjusting parts and components. Water 
leak tests help to validate there won’t be issues or red flags for the consumer. In the 
video, Danny and Mike discuss that labor time does not included the time to test for 
water leaks – with the exception of fixed or stationary glass. Keep in mind that some 
operations may require more than one technician in the inspection process.

Understand the variables and diagnostic steps that may be necessary to validate that the 
vehicle is watertight, or if water leakage is related to the loss or the repair. Watch it, like 
it, subscribe, and please be encouraged to pass along to others in the industry.
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SCRS Quick Tips: 3 Ways to Positively Impact Your 
Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI)

As a collision repairer it is critical to deliver an exceptional customer experience, 
especially as customers and networks in our business participate and begin to 
incorporate Google reviews into online shop locators. We want to make sure we 
are setting ourselves up for great CSI or online Google reviews. In this video, Mike 
Anderson of www.collisionadvice.com walks through three tips to help your business 
get an awesome “over the top” CSI survey result. Learn how and why to focus on 
keeping the consumer informed, following through with online deliveries and fixing it 
right the first time. Try it and see if your survey explode with positivity. 

SCRS Quick Tips: Cavity Wax - When, How and Why
In today’s quick tip, Mike and Danny discuss a form of corrosion protection, known 
as Cavity Wax. One of the features that makes it different from other forms of cor-
rosion protection is that it is self healing, and hardens as it seeps into crevices. OEM 
Procedures often dictate specific PSI to apply the cavity wax, depending on the areas 
of the vehicle it is being applied. Both labor and materials – as well as ancillary 
operations like masking for cavity wax application - are identified as not-included in 
all three estimating systems. Learn where OEM repair procedures might have surpris-
ing instructions of when and why to apply. Ever applied Cavity Wax to a headlamp? 
Watch and find out why you may be expected to. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0PGIeQcOi8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kDUO1Oqo78&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCpILFJn6CQ

